
 

 

According to S. R. Ranganathan, the father of library science, ‘library is a growing 

organism’. History depicted that through sharing / exchange the world transformed into a 

global village. In Mauritius, the development of libraries has been quite recent and with the 

advent of new technologies, libraries have to stand out to be in line with development. 

During our professional studies we often came across great terms such as ‘library 

collaboration’, ‘library network’, ‘Inter Library Loan’ and many others. However, 

collaboration among both, library professionals and libraries, is not yet a reality in Mauritius. 

There prevails a power struggle among seniors where junior staff find themselves entangled 

in-between this tug of war. Consequently, the field of librarianship, which is a honorable one, 

suffers along with its staff and patrons. Is there really a sense of belonging to the field of 

librarianship among library professionals in Mauritius, is there a real attitude for 

collaboration among library professional for the development of librarianship in Mauritius? 

 

Library gurus of Mauritius:  

People believe that while belonging to a professional association or to an institution 

responsible for the advancement of libraries in Mauritius, they would be abreast with 

development and would be able to bring their contribution to the field of librarianship. Alas, 

this is a mere reality. We now experience the divide and rule system. Those possessing the 

so-called knowledge and power tend to keep them among themselves. We often hear from 

colleagues or even worst, from the media that such and such activities, related to 

librarianship, have been held, while we the under privileged are left aside uninformed. 

Sometimes, we even find our colleagues who are in the good list of those stretching the lines 

benefiting much through these systems, both personally and professionally, to the detriment 

of others. We, victims of such unethical and unprofessional systems suffer immensely and as 

a result give up the hope of expecting a bright future for and in our field. These systems 

contribute in killing the competences, motivations and ideas of young innovative 

professionals. 

 

Library Management: 

Who has never heard or experienced a situation where his/her Head of department or 

Librarian or Senior prevented a subordinate from attending a library related workshop or 

activity, in the name of lack of staff and other reasons. Many library staff often ask for 
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release to attend professional activities but find themselves constrained from attending them. 

Worst, in some institutions, only a category of staff who are in the good list of the 

management, get the opportunity to attend professional activities now and then, both locally 

and internationally. All these forms of injustices contribute towards the de-motivation of 

library staff and discourage them from aiming higher and exerting their best at work.  

 

My dear respectful Heads of department / librarians / Seniors don’t you people believe that 

knowledge, motivation and development arise through participation in professional activities, 

through sharing of ideas, through exchange of knowledge and experience. Professional 

development does not happen only through years of daily service, it happens through active 

participation in activities, brainstorming among colleagues, attending lectures and trainings 

etc. It is during meetings and workshops; where professionals interact and develop the peer-

group network that true collaboration among peers and institutions generate. Recently, during 

a workshop, an intervener pointed out that there is no real inter-library collaboration (inter-

library loan or exchange) in Mauritius. Another orator pointed out that there needs to be a 

government policy for inter-library collaboration. Policies might exist, rules might be set but 

for real collaboration to exist among libraries, there need to be commitment, initiatives and 

the will for collaboration. All these develop through peer group networks, during meetings, 

workshops and within associations.  

 

Young graduates: 

Recently, a batch of some twenty library professionals completed their bachelor’s degree. 

They came out full of hopes, aspirations, dreams and ideas for the upliftment of their 

vocation. But now, they are facing the sad reality that is prevailing and which is encouraged 

by their seniors who often lookdown upon them. Some seniors disregard them and treat them 

as incompetent, immature novice. It is as if they fear to be over excelled by their juniors. It is 

by showing respect and example that we receive these back. Great management gurus, like 

Robin Sharma, demonstrate that good leadership, (delegation, motivation, encouragement, 

rewards, advice and good listening) is vital in any organization. In this challenging era, 

seniors must drop their ego and act as real leaders and lead juniors and their institutions 

towards success. Let us give our younger generation of library professionals the opportunity 

to develop and demonstrate their potentials and innovative ideas.  

 

Collaboration: 

It is high time for us to break those mindsets that compel us from making progress and from 

cultivating our father of library science’s fifth law of librarianship; that is making ‘library 

[be] a growing organism’ through cooperation. Cooperation, collaboration, exchange, 

network and associations are the solutions for the advancement of librarianship. We need to 

cultivate the culture of sharing and imparting chances for our colleagues and profession to 

develop. As library professionals, we are a small community. It is often said that ‘together we 

stand and divided we fall’. We need to set aside our ego, self interest and hidden agenda and 

cooperate for a common cause; that of our profession which is noble and at the service of 

humanity. If we do not join hands together, then our future will be at stake. Library 

professionals must initiate collaboration among themselves and encourage resource sharing 

among institutions for the benefit of library patrons, as library is a service organization. 
“Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is progress; working together is success.” 

– Henry Ford 
 



 

Conclusion: 

We, library professionals, dispellers of ignorance and guiders of humanity, can still boost up 

the image of our profession by developing collaboration and exchange through associations, 

workshops and networks. Seniors must break the gap that they often set unintentionally. 

They need to encourage their staff to initiate and participate in activities related to 

librarianship. We need commitment from the part of our seniors and heads to encourage their 

colleagues and subordinates to develop the culture of sharing. ‘Library is a service 

organization’. Let us begin by serving our profession first, for it to excel and for us to 

generate a wise, knowledgeable and innovative labour force to militate for the development 

of libraries in Mauritius. It is believed that through cooperation and sharing, the future of our 

profession might be sustained. Let us hope that our seniors will break the shackles and take 

into consideration the development of librarianship and give up the divide and rule system.  

 

Long live library science, long live library collaboration and let knowledge prevail.  

 

 


